PLANNING TO LOSE MONEY AGAIN NEXT WINTER ???... GOLFOMAT® will ruin your plans.

When it turns cold, your course closes down or play is limited. Overhead continues. Income ranges from low to zero.

With the addition of a GOLFOMAT wing, your golf course facilities continue to produce substantial profit from GOLFOMAT greens fees, sale of pro shop supplies, food and beverage sales—day and night, rain or shine—12 months a year.

If you'd like to make money instead of losing money next winter, the answer is GOLFOMAT, the highest income-producing facility in which any golf course operator can invest, as evidenced by documented statistics.

Only a modest cash investment is required by golf course owners and operators.

GOLFOMAT is real golf, indoors, on world famous courses, made possible by computerized electronics and optics. Players hit regulation free-flying golf ball, use every club in the bag, swing with all the force and finesse that is required outdoors. You've got to see GOLFOMAT to believe it.

Attention Pro-Managers: Don't cancel that Florida trip next winter. Almost any assistant can successfully manage a GOLFOMAT wing and net thousands of dollars a week for you while you're basking in southern sand traps.
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